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Why you should
use R

free
get grip on your data
open source
do all analyses you want
platform independent
be independent of licenses
Mac, Windows, Linux
learn programming
many free packages available
make impressive graphs
versatility
have fun
convenient functions

what is R?
• Programming language for
statistical computing

• Data handling, statistics, graphing
• The R language is relatively
“human”

• Complex things made easy

information–accumulation from the stimulus. This
model has been linked to the dynamics of neural firing rates,
means that when the absolute value of drift rate is high,
showing that diffusion-like processes can be instantiated in
decisions are fast and accurate; thus, v relates to task
the brain (e.g., Gold & Shadlen, 2002, 2007). Additional addifficulty or subject ability.
vantages (and limitations) of a diffusion model analysis are
discussed in more detail in Wagenmakers (2009).
2. Across–trial variability in drift rate (η). This parameter
Here we briefly introduce the drift diffusion model as it
reflects the fact that drift rate may fluctuate from one
applies to the lexical decision task, a task where participants
trial to the next, according to a normal distribution with
have to decide quickly whether a presented letter string is a
mean v and standard deviation η. The parameter η alword (e.g., party) or a nonword (e.g., drapa). The core of the
lows the drift diffusion model to account for data in
model is the Wiener diffusion process that describes how the
which error responses are systematically slower than
relative evidence for one of two response alternatives accucorrect responses (Ratcliff, 1978).
mulates over time. The meandering lines in Figure 1 illustrate the continuous accumulation
of⁄ Cognitive
noisy evidence
3. Boundary separation (a). Boundary separation quantifies
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ing the presentation of a word stimulus. When the amount of
response caution and modulates the speed–accuracy
diagnostic evidence for one of the response options reaches a
tradeoff: At
the price of an increase in RT, participants
stepwise (discontinuous) trade-off depicted by line B1. In this model, behavior
originates
predetermined response threshold (i.e., one of the horizontal
can decrease their error rate by widening the boundary
from oneboundaries
of two states.
The 1),
phase
transition model
we present
also predicts
a
in Figure
the corresponding
response
is initi- in this article
separation
(e.g., Forstmann
et al., 2008).
discontinuous
SATdark
andline
is represented
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B2.
ated. The
in Figure 1 shows
how
the noise inherent
4. Mean starting point (z). Starting point reflects the a priori
in the accumulation process can sometimes cause the process
bias of a participant for one or the other response. This
to end up at the wrong (i.e., nonword) response boundary.
parameter is usually manipulated via payoff or pro3. Current models of the speed-accuracy trade-off
portion manipulations (Edwards, 1965; Wagenmakers
et al., 2008; but see Diederich & Busemeyer, 2006).
3.1. Sequential sampling models
6
Here, we report z as a proportion of boundary separation a, referred to as bias B.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a generic diffusion-style sequential sampling model. The lower left panel shows a possible
trajectory of how sampled information is accumulated until a response boundary is reached. The response time
(RT) distribution associated with this process is drawn above. The three hypothetical boundary settings (A, A¢,
and A¢¢) in the left panel are associated with three different RT distributions (right panel) and proportions of correct responses (given a positive drift).
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Figure 3. Post–error and word frequency effects on RT distributions and accuracy: Each colon of dots on the right half of the figure
reflects the distribution of correct RTs in a condition and its position on the x–axis defines the accuracy in this condition. Each correct RT
distribution on the right half has its incorrect RT counterpart on the left half of the figure at one minus the accuracy on the x–axis. Post–error
trials are slower and somewhat more accurate than post–correct trials. This pattern holds for all word stimuli but it is more pronounced for
low frequency words (“freq 1”) than for high frequency words (“freq 6”). In addition, the effect is more pronounced in the tail of the RT
distribution.
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Figure 2. Practice-induced changes in RT distributions (separately for for word and nonwo

and response accuracy. All R blocks (white) contain the same stimuli, whereas the
contain unique stimulus lists. See text for details.
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⌅ Characteristics: FA, Effective order, Number of compartments
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Some nice graph
examples

mt3obj
<- dwiMixtensor(dwiobj,maxcomp=3)
⌅ Algorithm
for structural adaptive smoothing of DTI data using the general Propagation-Separation
mt3obj
<- dwiMtImprove(mt3obj,dwiobj)
approach
(PS), see Tabelow et al. (2008)
mt3obj <- dwiMtCombine(mt3obj,mt2obj)
⌅ Adaptation based on indy,
local comparison
between the estimated diffusion tensor
show3d(mt3obj[indx,
indz]
tracks <- reduceFibers(tracking(mt3obj))
⌅ Iterative algorithm that performs smoothing directly on the diffusion weighted images and uses the
show3d(selectFibers(tracks,minlength=100))

re-estimated diffusion tensors for an improved adaptation in the next iteration step. Iteration is from
small to large scale of local vicinities.

STR
⌅ The algorithm has been shown to improve
estimates for diffusion tensor and fractional anisotropy
CG
SLF images enables reduction of Rician bias.
(FA). Adaptive smoothing of diffusion weighted
CC

⌅ Requires approximately 10-20SFO
minutes on common hardware.
CST
MCP

ILF

⌅ Structural adaptive smoothing DTI data avoids blurring as inherent for the Gaussian filter, see Fig. 1.
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Figure 4: 3D visualization of tensor mixtures for a
sub-region.

Effect
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Image created using R-package ’dti’.

Figure 1: Effect of (A) no smoothing
Belief about p(white response = correct) ...

Further reading
Structural adaptive methods in DW-MRI

Expected value of p(white) ...

before seeing the stimulus
after seeing 18 samples

before seeing the stimulus
after seeing 18 samples

(B) Gaussian smoothing (2x2x4mm)
Expected value =
0.59

(C) structural adaptive smoothing
density

on

Structural adaptive smoothing (see Poster #611-WTh)

p(more white) =
(4mm) on the estimated FA
value.
0.86

⌅ K. Tabelow, J. Polzehl, V. Spokoiny, H.U. Voss (2008), ’Diffusion tensor imaging:
Structural
smoothing’,
NeuroImage, vol.
While
withoutadaptive
smoothing
the noise
39, pp. 1763–1773. (Structural adaptive smoothing DTI data)

is known to lead to an intrinsic bias

⌅ K. Tabelow, H.U. Voss, J. Polzehl (2010), ’Modeling the orientation distribution
function
by mixtures
of the
angular
central Gaussian
in the
FA estimates
and
diffusion
distributions’, WIAS-Preprint no. 1559. (About tensor mixtures models)
direction is highly noisy, with Gaus0.0

Implementation in R: Package dti
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sian smoothing FA is systematically

underestimated.
structural
adaptive adaptive
smoothing
reduces
noise without
blurringThe
at structural
⌅ J. Polzehl, K. Only
Tabelow
(2009), ’Structural
smoothing
in diffusion
tensor imaging:
R package borders.
dti’, J. Statist. Software,
vol. 31, pp. 1–24. (Explaining the usage of the package for DTI)

Goals of this Course
• Learn programming
• Learn to manage your data
• Get better understanding of basic
statistics

• Learn how to do all analyses you
want

• Learn to create nice graphs

How to Pass
• Attend lectures
• Hand in homework assignments
• Pass recap assignment during final
lecture

what did you learn
• what is R
• creating variables (x)
• creating vectors
• applying arithmetic
• testing (in)equalities
• applying functions (mean(x))
• what is your workspace
• Some jargon

Jargon you should
know by now
• creating a variable
• applying a function
• operators
• prompt
• console
• print
• syntax

Homework
• Homework is also listed on website
• Read
• R for Beginners: 2.1 - 2.3
• Introduction to R: 2.1 - 2.6
• Send in your solutions to the

homework exercises the day before
the next lecture at 18.00.

Homework
• Always keep code in .R format. (so

no .txt, .docx, .Rdata, or .whatever)

• Answer between === lines ===
• Do not remove questions.

Homework
• Find your [
• Find your ]
• Find your $
• Find your #

